
Children’s Interests

Ropes, Fairy House, Lava Volcano, SHANARRI!

We did some planning, we have been 
playing with ropes a lot!



Remember SHANARRI ?
The children have been getting SHANARRI tokens/stickers every time they have done something related to the 

concepts. They have a description of what they did on the back of a milk top and a emoji character on front. The 
children match it to the SHANARRI board and stick it on. At the end of the week they store their collection in their 

SHANARRI rocket tube. Everyone likes collections and stuff – some more than others!! 

Achieving
ActiveNurtured

Responsible

Included



So there are things that were written in red on our plan that we want to 
learn: “What’s it made of?”, “Make fairy dolls”, “More tents”, “Tying 

knots”, “Learn to skip”– all loosely related to ropes?! 

1,2,3 bits!Cut it.

Keep safe: Knives are sharp it has a plastic cover.



We have a new fairy house in the woods. Fairy dolls can be 
made of rope!

The lady said 
no!

Rope and I can’t 
remember! (Flax)

Cross it over, 
under and in 

hole.

Achieving: learning how to make dolls



“More Tents!”

Need sharp one

Come in!

Active: Learning to make shelter, tying 
knots using big rope and tarp.



Ropes, ropes, ropes!

Safe & Responsible: 
Whenever we are building 
things there are 3 questions.

1: Wonder what is good 
about this?
2: Is there anything we need 
to be careful about?
3: I wonder how we can make 
it safe?

I cut it.
(making sure no 
twigs to jag us)Come see!

………and look what we made……….



Respected: Listening to one another.

Included: 
Everyone 
allowed to 
take turn.

Look I’m 
swinging!

My turn!



We got another new planter this week. Thank you Stuart, we 
love them!

It’s heavy!

Mix it up.

Ready for planting……….I wonder what we will plant?



Meanwhile back at the play area a volcano is erupting!

We need a 
bridge!

Don’t stand on 
the lava!

The pallets were built up 
into a volcano.

Do you like our new fence?

Active: Taking 
part.



And throughout children are nurtured, encouraged, their 
needs met and depth and progression given to individual 

schemas.

1,2,3 SHANARRI.
I like stuff!

Yum!



All this has followed the child’s interest, but around that 
we cover the curriculum with some “Responsive & 

Intentional Planning”.

This is added to and continually changing….






